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Abstrat
The onspiuous threshold enhanement has been observed in the baryon-antibaryon subhannels
of many three-body B deay modes. By examining the partial waves of baryon-antibaryon, we rst
show for B

! ppK

that the pK

angular orrelation rules out dominane of a single pp partial
wave for the pp enhanement, for instane, the resonane hypothesis or the strong nal-state
interation in a single hannel. The measured pK

angular orrelation turns out to be opposite to
the theoretial expetation of a simple short-distane piture. We study the origin of this reversed
angular orrelation in the ontext of the pp partial waves and argue that NN bound states may
be the ause of this sign reversal. Dependene of the angular orrelation on the pp invariant mass
is important to probe the underlying issue from the experimental side.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the baryoni B deay the three-body modes dominate over the two-body modes. Fur-
thermore, in the three-body deay, the baryon-antibaryon pair is opiously produed at
small invariant mass near the threshold[1{5℄. Various theoretial ideas[6{10℄, some kine-
matial and others dynamial, were proposed for this threshold enhanement. A simple
short-distane (SD) argument an explain qualitatively both the dominane of three-body
modes and the threshold enhanement of baryon-antibaryon: To produe a baryon and an
antibaryon in the two-body deay (Fig. 1a), one energeti qq pair must be emitted bak
to bak by a gluon so that the gluon emitting the qq pair is highly o mass shell. The
hard o-shell gluon suppresses two-body deay amplitudes by the power of 
s
=t, where t
is the four-momentum square transferred through the gluon. In the three-body deay with
an additional meson (Fig. 1b), a baryon-antibaryon pair an be emitted ollinearly against
the energeti boson in the nal state. In this onguration a quark and an antiquark are
emitted by a gluon nearly in the same diretion so that the gluon is lose to the mass shell
and the short-distane suppression does not our. Consequently the pp of small invariant
mass is strongly favoured.
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FIG. 1: Short-distane piture in quarks and antiquarks for (a) two-body baryoni deay and (b)
three-body baryoni deay. In the two-body deay (a) the fat virtual gluon (the thik vertial solid
line) must split into qq while in the three-body deay (b) nearly on-shell gluons (broken lines) turn
into qq. The slow spetator antiquark is denoted by the short line q
s
.
In addition to threshold enhanement, the angular orrelation was measured between the
nal proton or antiproton and the boson in some modes, most learly in B

! ppK

[11℄.
Then an intriguing puzzle[10℄ has emerged in the preeding SD piture: In that piture,
the antiproton momentum should point more likely to the diretion of the K
 
momentum
in the pp rest frame of B
 
(bu) deay. That is, the proton should tend to move away from
K
 
in this frame. The reason is that the antiproton p piks up the slow spetator u-quark
and therefore its momentum is smaller on average than that of the proton p in the B
 
rest
frame. By boosting the B
 
rest frame to the pp rest frame, we reah this onlusion.
However, the Belle Collaboration showed exatly the opposite[11℄; it is the proton that
is emitted along K
 
in the pp rest frame. Belle seleted the threshold events by making a
ut in the pp invariane mass m
pp
(< 2:85 GeV), but did not give the angular orrelation as
a funtion of m
pp
for the seleted events. Meanwhile BaBar gave a Dalitz plot of ppK
 
[3℄
from whih one an read the same trend as Belle's angular dependene.
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Rosner[8℄ argued qualitatively in terms of quark diagrams[12℄ and predited this angular
orrelation with baryon prodution through diquarks. But the argument does not seem to
work for all baryoni modes in its simple form. Cheng and others[10℄ omputed the deay
amplitudes in the pole model with fatorization, leaving out inelasti form fator terms[9, 10℄.
Their result does not lead to the orret angular orrelation in the ase of B
 
! ppK
 
.
The simple SD piture presented at the beginning is suessful in the angular orrelation of
most three-body baryoni modes, e.g., B
 
! p, but fails notably for B
 
! ppK
 
. Its
failure suggests us importane of long-distane (LD) eets somewhere in the deay proess.
Indeed, the fragmentation by quark diagram and the pole model both ontain some of the LD
eets in very dierent ways. In this paper we take a lose look at this angular orrelation of
B

! ppK

from the viewpoint of partial waves in general and try to resurret the simple
SD piture by inorporating an appropriate LD eet in it.
In our proposed analysis we rst examine the partial-wave ontent of pp in B
 
! ppK
 
(and its onjugate) and onlude purely kinematially that the pp enhanement annot be
a broad resonane. For the same reason we rule out strong nal-state interation (FSI) in
a single pp partial wave as a ause of the enhanement. We shall observe that reversal of
the angular orrelation ours if some LD eet ips relative signs of partial-wave deay
amplitudes. Suh sign ip may indeed our if NN bound states exist in right hannels.
The reently disovered state X(1835)[13℄ is a good andidate that may be responsible for
the sign ip. If X(1835) should be an NN bound state, we expet a similar bound state in
other hannels from our reasoning of the sign ip.
II. pp PARTIAL WAVES IN B
 
! ppK
 
We study the angular orrelation between the proton momentum and the kaon momentum
in the rest frame of pp by hoosing the z-axis along the K
 
momentum. (Fig. 2)
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FIG. 2: The pK
 
angular orrelation in the pp rest frame.
Sine B
 
meson and K
 
meson are spinless and their momenta are both along the z-
diretion in the pp rest frame, the z-omponent of total angular momentum is zero for pp
by J
z
= 0 in this frame. Following the standard heliity formalism[14℄, we an desribe
the angular dependene of the heliity deay amplitudes with Wigner's d-funtions [15℄ as
A(B
 
! ppK
 
) =
X
J
A
JK
 

p

p
;0
d
J
0
(
p
)e
 i
p
; ( = 
p
  
p
); (1)
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where 
p
and 
p
are the heliities of p and p in the pp rest frame, (
p
; 
p
) are the angles of the
proton momentum in this frame (Fig. 2), and A
JK
 

p

p
;0
is a funtion of the pp invariant mass
m
pp
. Sine experiment does not measure heliity of proton nor antiproton but sums over all
heliity states in what follows, the dierential deay rates are 
p
independent. Therefore we
need not speify the diretion of 
p
= 0 in our ase.
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Squaring the amplitude and summing
over the pp heliities 
p
and 
p
, we obtain the dierential deay rate:
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p
)
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pp
d

p
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2
; (2)
where  
0
inludes kinematial fators that depend on m
pp
. If we make the usual assumption
that the strong penguin interation dominates in the deay B ! ppK, the CP-violating
phases drop out of the deay rate. Under parity reetion the angle 
p
remains unhanged,
while under harge onjugation the angle 
p
turns into   
p
of B
+
! ppK
+
beause of the
interhange p$ p and K
 
$ K
+
. Therefore,
d (
p
)
dm
pp
d

p




B
+
!ppK
+
=
d (   
p
)
dm
pp
d

p




B
 
!ppK
 
: (3)
We shall be able to use this equality as a test of the penguin dominane. The orresponding
relation holds between B
0
! ppK
0
and B
0
! ppK
0
.
At this stage we an prove that the pp enhanement is not a resonane, for instane, a
glueball[7℄: The Wigner funtions d
J
0
(), whih are proportional to the assoiated Legendre
funtions, possess a speial symmetry property under  $    [15℄,
d
J
0
(   ) = ( 1)
J+
d
J
0
() ! jd
J
0
(   )j
2
= jd
J
0
()j
2
: (4)
If the pp pair is produed entirely through a resonane, only the term of the resonane spin
J ontributes in Eq. (2) without sum over J . Sine the funtion jd
J
0
()j
2
is unhanged
under  !     (i.e., os  !   os ), so is d =d

p
in this ase. However, experiment
shows a pronouned asymmetry between two hemispheres of os  > 0 and os  < 0. (Fig.
3.) In terms of the forward-bakward asymmetry parameter[11℄,
A  (N
+
 N
 
)=(N
+
+N
 
) = 0:59
+0:08
 0:07
(5)
ontrary to A = 0 in the ase of a single J . Although interferene between the resonant
and nonresonant amplitudes of dierent J an produe some asymmetry in priniple, suh
interferene should be insigniant under the normal irumstane where the resonant ampli-
tude aquires the phase

2
through the resonant deay relative to the nonresonant amplitude:
arg(A
J
res
A
J
0

non
) ' =2. It is impliitly assumed here as usual that the nonresonant produ-
tion amplitude dose not aquire a signiant phase. If for some reason the large asymmetry
of Fig.3 should be aused by the interferene between the resonant and nonresonant ampli-
tudes of dierent J 's, the very small yield observed toward 
p
=  in Fig. 3 would mean
nearly perfet destrutive interferene between them. In this ase the nonresonant yield
would have to be just as large as the resonant one. Therefore the marked asymmetry in the
1
We would have to x the 
p
= 0 diretion if a nal partile spin is measured or if a nal partile having
spin undergoes a asade deay and this deay angular orrelation is measured.
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angular orrelation rules out onviningly the hypothesis of pure resonant prodution. If one
attempts to explain the the enhanement by strong FSI in a single dominant partial-wave
hannel of pp[16℄, one would likewise obtain A ' 0 for the angular orrelation. To be onsis-
tent with the observed angular orrelation, partial-wave amplitudes of even and odd J must
oexist and almost maximally interfere. Our argument is very general and independent of
dynamis up to this point. We now proeed to take dynamis into aount.
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FIG. 3: The pK
 
angular distribution in the pp rest frame [Ref. 10℄.
In the SD piture the spetator u-quark of B
 
enters the antiproton with two energeti
antiquarks (u and d) whih are pair-produed nearly ollinearly by two gluons. (Fig. 1b)
Note that it is a olor-suppressed proess for the s-quark from b! sg

of the strong penguin
deay to form K
 
by apturing the spetator u.
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In ontrast, the proton onsists of three
energeti quarks; one from the primary deay interation and two of pair-produed quarks.
In the B
 
rest frame, therefore, the proton reoils against K
 
more energetially on average
than the antiproton does. It means that in the pp rest frame, the proton tends to move away
from K
 
faster than the antiproton does. That is, A < 0 ontrary to the measurement.
This is the \angular orrelation puzzle". No reasonable explanation has been given from the
SD viewpoint. We must look for some LD interation eet that has not been ommonly
appreiated.
The maximum of the pp enhanement ours near m
pp
= 2 GeV in the BaBar data[3℄ and
roughly 2.2 GeV in the Belle data[11℄. The dominant relative orbital angular momenta
of pp are expeted to be s-wave and p-wave. The amount of d-wave is presumably small
and higher waves are even smaller. The terms that ontribute dominantly in Eq. (1) are
therefore J = 0 (
1
S
0
;
3
P
0
), J = 1 (
3
S
1
;
3
P
1
;
1
P
1
), and J = 2 (
3
P
2
). The expliit forms of the
relevant d
J
0
funtions (J  2,  =  1; 0;+1) are[15℄:
d
0
00
() = 1; d
1
00
() = os ; d
2
00
() = (3 os
2
   1)=2;
2
We leave out the radiative penguin interation here sine it does not aet the leading behavior due to
the strong penguin interation.
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d1
01
() = 
q
1=2 sin ; d
2
01
() = 
q
3=2 sin  os ; (6)
It is onvenient to rearrange the heliity deay amplitudes A
J

p

p
;0
with the spetrosopi
notation into A(
2S+1
L
J
;
p
  
p
). When only s-waves and p-waves are retained, the heliity
amplitudes of denite isospin I for NN an be written as
A
0I
;0
= A
I
(
1
S
0
; 0) + A
I
(
3
P
0
; 0);
A
1I
;0
= A
I
(
3
S
1
; 0) A
I
(
1
P
1
; 0);
A
1I
;0
=
p
2A
I
(
3
S
1
;1) A
I
(
3
P
1
;1);
A
2I
;0
= A
I
(
3
P
2
; 0);
A
2I
;0
=
q
3=2A
I
(
3
P
2
;1); (7)
where we have denoted the heliity indies 
p
; 
p
= 1=2 simply by . We shall use
this notation hereafter. The normalization of the amplitudes is arbitrary for the deay
amplitudes whih have no unitarity onstraint. Sine I = 0 for the strong penguin deay,
the deay amplitudes for the harge eigenstates ofB andK are given by the deay amplitudes
A
I
(
2S+1
L
J
; ) of denite NN isospin as
A
K
 
(
2S+1
L
J
; ) =
q
1=2
h
A
1
(
2S+1
L
J
; )  A
0
(
2S+1
L
J
; )
i
;
A
K
0
(
2S+1
L
J
; ) =
q
1=2
h
A
1
(
2S+1
L
J
; ) + A
0
(
2S+1
L
J
; )
i
: (8)
Combining Eqs. (7) and (8), we obtain the deay amplitudes as funtions of 
p
, 
p
and m
pp
.
The deay amplitudes for B
+
=B
0
! ppK
+
=ppK
0
are obtained from those of B
 
=B
0
!
ppK
 
=ppK
0
with the interhange 
p
$ 
p
followed by 
p
!    
p
and 
p
!  + 
p
up to
the overall CP phase fator of the penguin deay.
We are now able to write the omplete dierential deay rate for B
 
! ppK
 
with pp in
s and p-waves in the notation of
2S+1
L
J
:
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p
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K
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(
3
P
2
; 1)(3 sin 
p
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p
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2
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
A
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3
S
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q
1=2A
K
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(
3
P
1
; 1)

sin 
p
+ A
K
 
(
3
P
2
; 1)(3 sin 
p
os 
p
)=2



2
; (9)
where the 
p
dependene goes away from the squared amplitudes of denite heliity .
Before going further, we point out that the s-wave amplitudes alone annot generate the
asymmetri angular orrelation for B
 
! ppK
 
even though two s-wave amplitudes (
1
S
0
6
and
3
S
1
) enter the right-hand side of Eq. (9): The reason is that the interferene terms
anel out between
1
S
0
and
3
S
1
as
d 
dm
pp
d

p




B
 
!ppK
 
=  
0
h
jA
K
 
(
1
S
0
; 0) + A
K
 
(
3
S
1
; 0) os 
p
j
2
+ j   A
K
 
(
1
S
0
; 0) + A
K
 
(
3
S
1
; 0) os 
p
j
2
+ jA
K
 
(
3
S
1
; 1)j
2
sin
2

p
+ jA
K
 
(
3
S
1
; 1)j
2
sin
2

p
i
; (10)
and onsequently d =d

p
turns out to be symmetri under os 
p
!   os 
p
. The same
statement holds valid for p-waves alone. The observed steep asymmetry (Fig. 3) requires
more than one orbital angular momentum, most likely s-wave and p-wave. It is very im-
portant experimentally to study how the angular orrelation varies as p-waves inrease with
m
pp
relative to s-waves aross the threshold enhanement. It does not make sense to make
a theoretial t to the shape of the m
pp
plot without large interferene between dierent pp
partial-waves.
The experimental unertainty in the angular measurement limits quantitative analysis
at present. Let us be ontent with qualitative analysis in this paper by approximating or
interpreting for simpliity the angular orrelation in Fig. 3 as  (1 + os 
p
)
2
. This os 
p
dependene is realized if
A
K
 
(
1
S
0
; 0) ' A
K
 
(
3
S
1
; 0) ' A
K
 
(
1
P
1
; 0) ' A
K
 
(
3
P
0
; 0); (Exp) (11)
and all other amplitudes are negligible. An alternative solution is
A
K
 
(
1
S
0
; 0) '  A
K
 
(
3
S
1
; 0) ' A
K
 
(
1
P
1
; 0) '  A
K
 
(
3
P
0
; 0); (Exp) (12)
and all others are negligible. A small amount of A
K
 
(
3
P
2
; 0) with the same sign as
A
K
 
(
3
S
1
; 0) would improve the t a little by lowering the urve near os 
p
= 0 and raising
it near os 
p
= 1, but it is not ruial to the essene of our qualitative argument. While
an aurate predition is diÆult beause of our deieny in knowledge of the quark dis-
tribution in baryons, the SD argument predits, as we have argued above, the sign of slope
opposite to Fig. 3: The angular dependene should be more like (1   jaj os 
p
)
2
(jaj  1)
in the SD argument. This angular dependene orresponds to the partial-wave amplitudes,
A
K
 
(
1
S
0
; 0)  A
K
 
(
3
S
1
; 0)   A
K
 
(
1
P
1
; 0)   A
K
 
(
3
P
0
; 0); (SD) (13)
or alternatively,
A
K
 
(
1
S
0
; 0)   A
K
 
(
3
S
1
; 0)   A
K
 
(
1
P
1
; 0)  A
K
 
(
3
P
0
; 0); (SD) (14)
instead of Eqs. (11) or (12). Comparing the SD predition with experiment, we nd that
the relative signs of the s-to-p-wave amplitudes are opposite. There are several alternatives
that an alter the SD predition in line with experiment: Sign reversal of the
1
S
0
and
3
S
1
amplitudes brings Eq. (13) to Eq. (11) and Eq. (14) to Eq. (12). Alternatively, sign
reversal of
1
S
0
and
3
P
0
brings Eq. (13) to Eq. (12) and Eq. (14) to Eq. (11). Sign reversal
of
3
S
1
and
1
P
1
also aomplishes the same. We ask what LD eet an possibly ause the
sign reversal from Eq. (13) or (14) to Eq. (11) or (12). In the next setion we argue that
the desired sign reversal may our if bound states exist in some of the pp hannels. Unlike
the argument that has ruled out a pp resonane, this is speulative and admittedly less lean
part of our argument.
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III. FINAL-STATE INTERACTION
The three-body nal-state interation FSI was analysed in the approximation of sum
of two-body FSI sine going beyond is mathematially formidable[17℄. Fortunately, in the
partile onguration of our interest where the invariant mass of pp is small and the K
meson reoils fast against pp, it is a good approximation and at least a ommon pratie
to separate the two-body FSI of pp ignoring the rest of FSI. Inlusion of pp annihilation
hannels is more a diÆult problem. If one wants to make a quantitative analysis, this will
be a main soure of unertainty.
3
Our task here is not to obtain numerially aurate results
but to searh a possible ause of sign ip for the amplitudes in the FSI. In order to make
the sign ip argument plausible, we do not need muh more than a basi argument of the
elasti two-body FSI and its diagrammati explanation.
The standard pratie in FSI resorts to potential theory and inorporates FSI by modi-
fying the deay amplitudes with nal partile resattering as[21℄
A
JI
(s)! A
JI
(s)=f
JI
( k); (15)
where f
JI
(k) stands for the Jost funtion[22℄ of a partial-wave eigenhannel in variable
k =
1
2
q
s  4m
2
N
(s = (p
p
+ p
p
)
2
). It is normalized to f
JI
(1) = 1. This FSI fator sums
up ladders or bubbles of nal partile resattering in potential. The Jost funtion an be
expressed with the phase of sattering amplitude Æ
JI
in the Omnes representation[23℄;
1
f
JI
( k)
= e

JI
()
;

JI
() =
1

Z
1

0
Æ
JI
(
0
)

0
     i
d
0
;
=
P

Z
1

0
Æ
JI
(
0
)

0
     i
d
0
+ iÆ
JI
(); (16)
where  = k
2
. The lower bound 
0
of the dispersion integral is extended to the negative
region (s < 4m
2
N
) when pp annihilation into meson hannels is taken into aount.
If annihilation and inelasti sattering are ignored, the phase Æ
JI
() would be equal to
the phase shift of NN sattering aording to the so-alled Watson's theorem[24℄. If there
is a resonane in this elasti ase, the phase shift Æ
JI
() rises from zero, passes through =2
at the resonane ( = 
R
) and approahes  as  ! 1. (Fig. 4.) Therefore the phase of
the deay amplitude aquires a minus sign (= e
i
) above the resonane  = 
R
.
This negative sign is easily understood in diagram. When a nal partile pair is produed
through a resonane, as depited in Fig. 5 for B
 
! ppK
 
, the deay amplitude near the
resonane takes the form of
A
JI
(s) ' A
JI
(s)
g
2
(s)
m
2
R
  im
R
 
R
(s)  s
; (17)
where A
JI
(s) is the amplitude in the absene of a resonane, m
R
and  
R
(m
2
R
) are the
resonane mass and width, and g
2
(s) is positive at s = m
2
R
. The reason for positivity of
3
The FSI of the pp was reently studied for an enhanement in J=	! pp[18{20℄. In this proess, m
pp
is
even loser to the threshold and onsequently the oulombi FSI may be relevant.
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pipi/2
0 ν ν
δ(v)
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FIG. 4: The phase Æ() of the FSI fator e

JI
aross an elasti resonane.
g
2
(m
2
R
) is as follows: By the phase theorem of FSI[24℄, it holds that arg[A
JI
(s)=A
JI
(s)℄ =
Æ
JI
(s). Therefore, the phase of A
JI
(s)=A
JI
(s) must be equal to +=2, not  =2, at the
resonane peak. The phase of the resonant FSI fator in Eq. (17) must agree with this value
at the resonane. The phase of arg[ig
2
=m
R
 (m
2
R
)℄ is +=2 at s = m
2
R
in agreement with
the phase theorem if g
2
(m
2
R
) > 0. The funtion g
2
(s) is expeted to be only mildly energy
dependent even near the threshold sine the entrifugal fator k
l
of orbital motion resides
in A
JI
(s) and A
JI
(s), not in g
2
(s). Sine g
2
(s) (' g
2
(m
2
R
)) is positive, the sign of A
JI
(s)
is the same as that of A
JI
(s) below the resonane (m
2
R
  s  m
R
 
R
), but turns opposite
above the resonane (s m
2
R
 m
R
 
R
). This is another way of seeing the sign and energy
dependene of the FSI fator aross a resonane.
K
_
p
p
__
R
B
_
FIG. 5: Resonant prodution of pp in B
 
! ppK
 
.
This simple argument is modied by inelastiity above the NN threshold and by anni-
hilation into meson hannels. Above the energies where inelasti hannels start ontributing
substantially at
p
s > 2m
N
+ m

, the FSI formulas of potential theory is no longer ap-
pliable. If we simply trunate the phase integral in Eq. (16) at  = 
max
somewhere
above the inelasti threshold, the FSI fator omputed in the narrow-width (step-funtion)
approximation turns out to be
e

JI
()
'

max
  

R
  
; (  
R
); (18)
whih satises f( k) ! 1 as (= k
2
) ! 1. This FSI fator is negative between the
resonane and the inelasti threshold;
1=f( k) = e

JI
()
< 0; (
R
<  < 
max
): (19)
It means that the FSI fator gives a minus sign above the resonane until energy goes up
so high that inelastiity beomes important. While the negative sign is easy to understand,
9
magnitude of the FSI fator is harder to estimate sine it depends on the dispersion integral
over the entire energy range.
Let us turn to the eet of the annihilation hannels into mesons. The rst issue is that
the phase Æ
JI
of the deay amplitude is no longer equal to the phase of the NN sattering
amplitude at any energy where annihilation ours. An approximate equality between two
phases holds only in those eigenhannels in whih the hannel oupling is weak between NN
and the meson hannels. It is not obvious whether this is the ase for the relevant NN
hannels near the threshold. We must assume it here. Disussion will be made on this point
below and in the next setion. The other issue is whether relevant NN resonanes really
exist or not. The andidates of NN bound states and resonanes indeed exist. Sine the
NN bound states an be only loosely bound, N and N are spatially separated outside the
range of annihilation interation and therefore the annihilation into mesons is suppressed.
Meanwhile, being a bound state, the state annot deay into a nuleon and an antinuleon
sine its mass m
B
is below the NN threshold (m
B
< 2m
N
). However, there is an esape
from this argument: The nite lifetime due to meson annihilation generates a width to the
mass of the bound-state by the time-energy unertainty. If this width is a little wider than
the binding energy  = 2m
N
 m
B
, the NN \bound state" an deay into NN (Fig. 6).
This deay suers a severe phase spae suppression. When the NN bound state is produed
\on mass shell" (2m
N
< M
NN
< 2m
N
+   with   being the width), its deay branhing
fration to the NN hannel is small even if its oupling to NN is strong, i.e., even if g
2
(s)
in Eq. (17) is large. Consequently, suh an NN bound state would appear as a relatively
narrow meson resonane. On the other hand, when an NN pair is produed above the
width of the bound state, the bound state an still enhane NN prodution through the
small denominator of the resonane propagator. In experiment the transition from \on-shell"
to \o-shell" ours ontinuously above the threshold. The phase-spae fator pushes the
enhanement peak upwards from 2m
N
to m
NN
= 2m
N
+O(
q

2
+  
2
=4). When the phase-
spae fator is removed, the yield urve is expeted to behave like g
2
(s)=[(m
NN
 m
B
)
2
+ 
2
=4℄
at m
NN
> 2m
N
. The BES Collaboration[25℄ rst extrated the resonane parameters on
this assumption when analysis was made only above the pp threshold in J= ! pp. In
the three-body baryoni B deay, the events of small m
NN
reeive the SD enhanement,
as we have argued. The same SD eet would be less prominent in J= deay sine the
phase spae is muh smaller. Consequently the loation and the shape of the enhanement
may not be idential in B and J= deays. Magnitude of the net pp enhanement is also
dependent on dynamial environment of prodution. Despite suh dynamial unertainties
we are fairly ondent that if enhanement indeed ours in the region of m
NN
> 2m
N
,
and if it ouples to a state below it, the deay amplitude aquires the negative sign of FSI
aording to the diagram in Fig. 5 and the disussion following Eq. (17).
We remark on the oupling between NN and the annihilation hannels. In the pp rea-
tion at the threshold the annihilation ross setion is larger than the elasti sattering ross
setion. Can it be ompatible with weak oupling between NN and annihilation hannels
? We should rst note that the annihilation ross setions fall very rapidly with the inverse
ux fator 1=jv
p
  v
p
j above the threshold aording to the \1=v" law of the exothermi
reations. We should also note that the large annihilation ross setion is largely due to
multitude of multi-meson annihilation hannels with many dierent partial waves of sub-
hannels. In ontrast, the elasti ross setion near the threshold is almost entirely due to
s-wave sattering. The annihilation ross setion may not be so large in many partial-wave
eigenhannels a little above the threshold. Therefore, the experimentally observed large
10
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_
FIG. 6: The NN bound state X with mass m
B
aquires a small width by annihilation deay.
When the X is produed \on mass shell", only the upper orner (the hathed region) above the
NN threshold ontributes to the deay X ! NN . The broken urve above 2m
N
indiates the
s-wave phase spae. The NN prodution above the X mass shell an still be signiant by the
enhanement due to the X propagator.
total annihilation ross setion is not an outright ontradition with weak oupling between
NN and meson hannels.
Theorists are not unanimous about existene of the NN bound states and resonanes[18{
20℄. The reent disovery of the state X(1835) in the radiative J= deay suggests that an
NN bound state may exist after all. If X(1835) is indeed an NN bound state in
1
S
0
or
3
P
0
,
it is oneivable that a NN bound state exists in the
3
S
1
,
3
P
1
or
1
P
1
hannel as well. Beause
of negative harge parity, experimental searh is harder for
3
S
1
and
1
P
1
in the radiative J= 
deay than searh of
1
S
0
and
3
P
J
. Leaving existene of NN bound states as an experimental
issue still open, we proeed with our hypothesis of the sign ip and study the onsequenes
in the pK
 
angular orrelation.
IV. NN BOUND STATES AND pK ANGULAR CORRELATION
The 
0
resonane X(1835) is the best andidate for the NN bound state. The sharp
pp threshold enhanement observed in J ! pp rst hinted its existene as an NN bound
state[25℄. The mass was dedued at 1859
+3
 10
(stat)
+5
 25
(sys) MeV with width < 30 MeV.
These values are sensitive to the method and assumptions involved in extrating them, e.g.
resattering and nonresonant bakground. They alled it X(1859). Two years later the BES
Collaboration[13℄ identied a resonane in the  mass plot and alled it X(1835), whih
is presumably the same state as X(1859). It is most likely a state of
1
S
0
with I = 0[13℄.
Assignment to
3
P
0
( and 
0
in p-wave) of I = 0 annot be exluded purely experimentally
though less likely in theory beause of the entrifugal repulsion. The width (67:720:37:7)
MeV is fairly narrow for its high mass. The upper tail of the width extends beyond the pp
threshold and ontributes to the deay into pp. The BES Collaboration quotes the ratio of
branhing frations as Br(X(1835) ! pp)=Br(X(1835) ! 
+

 

0
) ' 1=3. In view of the
tiny pp phase spae, we reason that oupling of X(1835) to pp is muh stronger than that to
mesons. For this reason the BES Collaboration suggests that X(1835) is a likely andidate
for a moleular or deuteron-like NN bound state. Suh a bound state an play a dominant
role in produing a pp pair in its eigenhannel near the threshold with little annihilation
into mesons. This is exatly the state that we want for the ause of the sign ip.
If an NN bound state exists in
1
S
0
, a bound state may exist in
3
S
1
as well by the property
of the meson-exhange fore between N and N . If so, the deay amplitudes A
K
 
(
1
S
0
; 0) and
11
AK
 
(
3
S
1
; 0) ip their signs from the SD ones in Eq. (13) or Eq. (14) to the experimentally
observed ones in Eq. (11) or Eq. (12). In this way we would have a hane to obtain
the observed trend (1 + os 
p
)
2
for the pK
 
angular orrelation. Sine the B
 
! ppK
 
amplitudes onsist of both I = 0 and I = 1 of NN , the sign ip would our most eetively
when the I = 0 amplitudes dominate over the I = 1 amplitudes;
jA
0
(
1
S
0
; 0)j  jA
1
(
1
S
0
; 0)j; jA
0
(
3
S
1
; 0)j  jA
1
(
3
S
1
; 0)j: (20)
If the
3
S
1
bound state is in I = 1 instead of I = 0, the seond inequality in Eq. (20) should
be reversed in diretion.
This is our proposal for the resolution of the angular orrelation puzzle. As was men-
tioned below Eq. (14), there are other possibilities if a p-wave bound state exists. In those
ases the s-wave NN bound state should exist only in
1
S
0
or
3
S
1
, not in both. The spin
splitting is generally weaker in nulear fores than the orbital-angular-momentum splitting.
If this prevails in the NN fore, the bound states should appear rst in the s-wave hannels
and then in the p-wave hannels. However, we should keep our mind open to the other
possibilities of sign reversal in the p-wave amplitudes. In order to make further advane,
we need to know more about X(1835) and to searh for more andidates of the NN bound
states. In experiment of B meson physis, we are anxious to know the m
pp
dependene of the
angular orrelation sine it will provide important piees of information about spin-parity,
mass and isospin of the bound states.
As for B
0
=B
0
! ppK
S
, the measurement was made for the osillating B
0
-B
0
aver-
aged over time and therefore no avor information is available[11℄. So long as the pen-
guin interation dominates, the time-averaged pK
S
angular distribution is symmetri under
os 
p
!   os 
p
in general. (f Eq. (3).) Speially, if we keep only the amplitudes of
J  1 and  = 0 in Eq. (9), the angular distribution is
d 
dm
pp
d

p




B
0
=B
0
!ppK
S
=  
0
h
jA
K
0
(
1
S
0
; 0)j
2
+ jA
K
0
(
3
P
0
; 0)j
2

+

jA
K
0
(
3
S
1
; 0)j
2
+ jA
K
0
(
1
P
1
; 0)j
2

os
2

p
i
: (21)
The urve of this angular orrelation for pK
S
is onave in os 
p
. The data[11℄ in Fig. 7
indeed show the tendeny of roughly  1 + os
2

p
albeit with very large unertainty. The
branhing fration was also measured[11℄ and its ratio to that of ppK
 
is
Br(B
0
=B
0
! ppK
S
)=Br(B
+
! ppK
+
) ' 0:23 (22)
with roughly 20% of statistial errors and 10% of systemati errors. This number would
be 0.5 if the I = 0 amplitudes ompletely dominates over the I = 1 amplitudes in Eq. (20).
If the I=1 amplitudes are about 20% of the I = 0 amplitudes, however, this ratio 0.23 an
be reprodued.
V. p CHANNEL
The threshold enhanement has been observed in other three-body baryoni nal states,
p
+
, pp
 
, and K
+
(harge onjugated states ombined) as well as in p and many
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FIG. 7: The pK
S
angular orrelation in the pp rest frame of B
0
=B
0
! ppK
S
[Ref. 10℄.
deay modes of the b !  transition. However, the angular orrelation has been measured
only for a few of them; p
+
, p, and 

p
+
all in low statistis. Let us look into the
p enhanement observed in p
+
and p of B
0
deay and the onjugate, for whih the
dominant proess is the penguin deay.
In the olor-dominant proess of B
0
! p
+
the spetator d-quark forms 
+
through
apture by the energeti u-quark that omes diretly from the strong penguin interation.
Sine neither  nor p piks up the slow spetator, their average energies in the B
0
rest frame
should be omparable. That is, the p
+
angular orrelation in the p rest frame ought to
be more or less symmetri and at in os 
p
. This naive SD predition is in line with
experiment within large unertainty: The measured angular orrelation[11℄ does not show
marked asymmetry nor large variation in os 
p
. (See Fig. 8.) The p
+
angular distribution
an be tted with any of 1, 1 + jbj
2
sin
2

p
, and (1   jbj os 
p
)
2
with small onstant jbj.
Although the angular distribution is onsistent with the SD predition, one annot rule
out a resonane for the p enhanement: A resonane of J = 0 leading to d =d

p
 1 is
ertainly aeptable. A resonane of J = 1 is neither ruled out sine the at distribution
arises with jA
1
++;0
j
2
+ jA
1
  ;0
j
2

1
2
(jA
1
+ ;0
j
2
+ jA
1
 +;0
j
2
).
Let us turn to p. In the SD piture the energeti s-quark is emitted against  by
the radiative penguin interation and beomes the onstituent of . Other quarks and
antiquarks are produed through strong interation nearly ollinearly against  to avoid
reating a fat gluon. Sine the spetator d enters in p, the antiproton is less energeti in the
rest frame of B
0
than . The SD predition is therefore that p moves along  in the p rest
frame, that is, d =d

p
should rise toward os 
p
= 1, where 
p
is the angle between p and 
in the p rest frame. The observed p angular orrelation learly shows this trend in line
with the SD predition. (See Fig. 9.)
Although the SD predition is right for , a resonane annot be ruled out for p. The
heliity expansion of the p amplitude is modied by spin of . The heliity of  is  1 sine
the s-quark emitted by the penguin interation is left-handed. Therefore the omponent of
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FIG. 8: The p
+
angular orrelation in the p rest frame of B
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+
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FIG. 9: The p angular orrelation in the p rest frame of B
 
! p [Ref. 26℄.
total angular momentum along the photon momentum J  p^

is +1 for p in their rest frame.
The p angular orrelation is given generally by
d 
dm
p
d

p





B
 
!p
=  
0
X



p
j
X
J
A
J

p


;1
d
J
1
(
p
)j
2
; ( = 
p
  

): (23)
Note here that the rst subsript of d
J
1
(
p
) is 1 owing to J
z
= +1. The p enhanement
annot be a resonane of J = 0 sine J  jj for d
J

(
p
). However, we annot rule out a
J = 1 resonane sine with
1 + os 
p
= 2d
1
11
(
p
)
2
+ d
1
10
(
p
)
2
; (24)
the linear orrelation  1 + os 
p
arises if the heliity amplitudes for p happen to obey,
14
for instane,
jA
1
+ ;1
j
2
 2

jA
1
++;1
j
2
+ jA
1
  ;1
j
2

; A
1
 +;1
 0: (25)
Beause of the preferred photon heliity, the p angular orrelation an be asymmetri under
os 
p
!   os 
p
even with a single partial wave unlike those of pK
 
and p
+
. Combining
our observations in B
 
! p
+
and B
 
! p together, we an rule out a J = 0 resonane
for p, but not a J = 1 resonane. However, there is no motivation to all for a p resonane
or bound state at present until we see lear disrepany with the SD predition.
VI. SUMMARY AND REMARKS
Three-body baryoni deay modes are favoured over two-body baryoni deay modes
sine a baryon-antibaryon pair may be emitted nearly ollinearly in three-body deay. In-
deed experiment onrms that the invariant mass of the baryon-antibaryon pair is strongly
enhaned near the threshold in most modes. Although the SD piture appears to desribe
general trends of three-body deays in most ases, we have enountered one lear ontradi-
tion with the SD piture in the angular orrelation between p and K

in B

! ppK

.
Failure of the SD piture means that some LD eet enters the proess of B
 
! ppK
 
and reverses the angular dependene. We have pointed our nger to the nuleon-antinuleon
bound states for the ause of sign ip of the SD amplitudes and have given a simple diagram-
mati explanation for it. To explain the deay angular orrelation for B
+
! ppK
+
, we have
postulated that X(1835) be the
1
S
0
bound state of NN . That is, X(1835) is a moleular
six-quark state qqqqqq or a deuteron-like state and primarily ouples to NN rather than to
mesons. Many theorists have made the same or similar proposals on the nature of X(1835),
with motivations very dierent from ours. In addition, we need a
3
S
1
bound state of NN .
The maximum asymmetry of the angular orrelation should our at the energy where kine-
matially rising p-wave amplitudes beome omparable with the falling s-wave amplitudes.
The m
pp
angular dependene will tell us a lot about dynamis near the pp threshold.
Our argument depends on strong interation dynamis near the NN threshold that has
not been proven nor disproven experimentally. Some might feel that we have blown out a
possible solution to a small puzzle into a farfethed speulation. We annot ounter suh
objetions eetively. Our argument presented in this paper is a onjeture or a hypothesis,
ertainly not a theorem. Although our argument is only exploratory and speulative, the
sign ip by a bound state or a resonane an our generally and ause failure of the simple
quark-gluon argument of multi-body B meson deay.
While our argument of the sign ip is exploratory in nature, we would like to emphasize
that the partial-wave expansion analysed here will be very useful as a general tool to pene-
trate into omplexity of three-body deay dynamis. To show its usefulness, we have ruled
out onviningly the resonane hypothesis for the pp threshold enhanement. We have also
shown that the FSI in s-waves or in p-waves alone should not desribe the enhanement
either. While the angular orrelation measurement is not extensive nor aurate enough at
present, we expet that partial-wave analysis of three-body deay will shed more of new
light on dynamis of B deay in near future sine the data are rapidly aumulating.
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